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Abstract 

Korea is facing a number difficulties arising from rising housing prices. As ‘housing’ takes the lion’s share 

in personal assets, many difficulties are expected to arise from fluctuating housing prices. The purpose of this 

study is creating housing price prediction model to prevent such risks and induce reasonable real estate 

purchases. This study made many attempts for understanding real estate instability and creating appropriate 

housing price prediction model. This study predicted and validated housing prices by using the LSTM 

technique - a type of Artificial Intelligence deep learning technology. LSTM is a network in which cell state 

and hidden state are recursively calculated in a structure which added cell state, which is conveyor belt role, 

to the existing RNN’s hidden state. The real sale prices of apartments in autonomous districts ranging from 

January 2006 to December 2019 were collected through the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport’s 

real sale price open system and basic apartment and commercial district information were collected through 

the Public Data Portal and the Seoul Metropolitan City Data. The collected real sale price data were scaled 

based on monthly average sale price and a total of 168 data were organized by preprocessing respective data 

based on address. In order to predict prices, the LSTM implementation process was conducted by setting 

training period as 29 months (April 2015 to August 2017), validation period as 13 months (September 2017 to 

September 2018), and test period as 13 months (December 2018 to December 2019) according to time series 

data set. As a result of this study for predicting ‘prices’, there have been the following results. Firstly, this 

study obtained 76 percent of prediction similarity. We tried to design a prediction model of real estate 

transaction price with the LSTM Model based on AI and Bigdata. The final prediction model was created by 

collecting time series data, which identified the fact that 76 percent model can be made. This validated that 

predicting rate of return through the LSTM method can gain reliability. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

‘Housing’ dominates a household’s assets in the Korean society. Housing price fluctuations exert major 

influence on households. For a long time, people perceived real estate as a stable asset. However, in 

macroeconomic terms, housing prices were not always increasing but they have been affected by many 
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variables. In that sense, many people are sensitive toward housing price fluctuations since their entire asset can 

be endangered. Such an instability can bring about extreme speculative investment in real estate or abstinence 

in making real estate purchase due to the concern toward housing price fall. This study pays attention to 

immovability of real estate. Price fluctuation resulting from geographical conditions is inevitable since real 

estate is settled on land. There have been a number of attempts to predict price fluctuations; one of them is 

deep learning using Artificial Intelligence. This study aimed to predict real estate prices by using deep learning 

technology. 

 

2. RESEARCH METHOD 

As the method of this study, Long Short-Term Memory (in brief, LSTM) [1] models were used. There were 

many LSTM models regarding existing stock prices [2] and this study aimed to look into applicability of 

predictability by applying the LSTM model regarding times series data to housing prices. Such LSTM 

techniques have been widely used in stock market price predictions but the cases when it was applied to real 

estate are few. The main purpose of this study is identifying whether housing prices [3, 4, 5] can be predicted 

by the LSTM model in the real estate market [6, 7, 8] This study’s data analysis can explore price predictability 

of housing districts with high preference. For this aim, this study used real sale prices of apartments in Korea 

provided by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport. Real estate’s price data - time series data - 

have seasonal features and preprocessing procedure is important since trends and periodic components have 

been combined. They have been enhanced to high quality data by applying the HP filter (Hodrick-Prescott 

filter) technique in order to extract time series data trends. Also, in a bid to finalize appropriate target market 

districts, districts with similar prices have been clustered by applying the SOM (Self-organizing map) 

technique, one of data mining techniques, based on AI network. In order to provide explanation power toward 

input variables based on similar group districts and organize a prediction model regarding future price trends 

for analysis targets, out of the SVR (Support Vector Regression) technique and the deep learning technique, 

the LSTM technique appropriate for time series data prediction was used. LSTM is suitable for long-term time 

series prediction and extensively used for predicting time series data. This study tried to validate whether it 

has excellent prediction performance even toward real estate price prediction. 

 

3. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 

Neural networks has been supported as a strong tool for predicting single time series data and diverse 

techniques have been developed to supplement its internal problems. Together with MLP, some leading 

techniques are RNN (Recurrent Neural Networks), ESN (Echo State Networks), GRNN (Generalized 

Regression Neural Networks), and LSTM; recently, RNN is being widely applied in time series data prediction. 

The hidden layer of existing neural networks has merely neurons which did not take into account context. 

While such a structure can predict time series data by adopting past hidden layer, RNN has directed cycle in 

which past events can influence future outcomes. RNN, which processes consecutive information, is mostly 

used for data which have correlations in terms of time. The next t+1 data are predicted by taking into account 

the correlation between immediate past data (t-1) and current data (t) and the neural network reflecting past 

data is created. In the case when the distance between information and the point using information is far, RNN 

has the disadvantage of having the vanishing gradient issue and LSTM is the model which supplemented the 

issue. 

LSTM, which added cell state, conveyor belt role, to the existing RNN’s hidden state, is the network which 

recursively calculates cell state and hidden state <Figure 1>. 
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Figure 1. RNN and LSTM  

The LSTM network was introduced by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) and they expanded the concept 

of memory cell and gating mechanism which control information flow at RNN by supplementing vanilla 

RNN’s long-term memory. Through saving information and reducing errors for longer time on network, LSTM 

comes to supplement the disadvantages of RNN. It is learning saving, removing, and reading on long-term 

state with the basic structure of LSTM. 

The purpose of this study is applying the LSTM model regarding the aforementioned time series data to real 

estate prices. 

 

4. DATA MANIPULATION 

4.1  Data Collection 

 

This study used public housing real sale prices and domestic apartment information provided by the Ministry 

of Land, Infrastructure, and Transport and the Public Data Portal. Autonomous districts’ apartment real sale 

prices from January 2006 to December 2019 were collected through the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, and 

Transport’s real sale price open system and basic apartment and commercial district information were collected 

through the Public Data Portal and the Seoul Metropolitan City Data. The collected real sale price data were 

scaled based on monthly average sale price and a total of 168 data were organized by preprocessing based on 

address. The ultimately organized data were shown in respective autonomous districts’ average price. When 

dividing overall data into data for learning and data for validation in the rate of 4 to 1, there were a total of 135 

data for learning and 33 data for validation. <Table 1> is data collection. This instructed the method of 

predicting respective districts’ ‘real estate prices’. 

Table 1. Data collection 

Table Table information Property information Source 

DF1 Domestic apartment 

information 

Name, address, sale form, number of 

households, construction company, etc. 

Public Data Portal 

DF2 Apartment real sale 

price 

Name, address, year and date of contract, 

area for exclusive use, and transaction cost 

Ministry of Land, 

Infrastructure, and Transport 

DF3 Commercial district 

analysis information 

Standard date, commercial district address, 

number of working population 

(males/females/aggregate) 

Seoul Metropolitan City Data 

DF4 Demographic 

information 

Autonomous district, time series population 

monthly information  

- 

DF: DataFrame 
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4.2  Data Set Composition  

 

Data set was based on address information of DF2, which was the essential baseline. Data set was organized 

by deriving explanatory variables based on address and time series and since the ultimate target is future sale 

price, sale price of target variable DF2 was selected. <Figure 2> is the basic data set composition and <Table 

2> is the data set. DF1’s sale period and construction period can be added as explanatory variables in the data 

set. 

 

 

Figure 2. Basic data set composition 

Table 2. Data set 

 Real sale price Demographic 

information 

Final data set Commercial district 

information 

Applied 

factor 

Baseline DF2 DF4 - DF3 DF1 

Combined 

element 

Address - Address - Address 

Time series Month and 

year of 

contract 

Standard 

month and 

year 

Standard month 

and year 

Standard quarter - 

Explanatory 

variable (x) 

Area of 

exclusive use 

Number of 

residents 

Number of 

residents, area of 

exclusive use 

Floating population 

(workplace) 

Sale period, 

etc. 

Target  

variable (y) 

Transaction 

cost 

- Transaction cost - - 

 

4.3  Scenario and Data Set Composition 

 

After undergoing several simulations, data were organized to predict ‘price’ of Dongjak-gu’s 3 months. The 

LSTM model which can predict market prices of Dongjak-gu 3 months from now and training data and test 

data were organized as in <Figure 3>. 

 

 

Figure 3. Data set composition scenario 
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Figure 4. Final composition data set example 

4.4  Data Preprocessing to Apply LSTM (Predict 3 Months from Now) 

 

Input data structure for implementing the LSTM model for predicting prices is three-dimensional – Batch 

Size, Time Steps, and input lenghts – and divided into three parts: number of arrangement, sequence length, 

and input dimension. <Table 3> shows data preprocessing procedure and contents for predicting ‘price’. We 

use various dataset such as Data set, y value, Statistics, Difference (preprocessing), Time shift, Date data, X 

data, Y data, train point, min, max, Normalization, Normalization x RAW, LSTM input value, LSTM Train, 

LSTM valid, and LSTM test as follow. The Table 3 shows all the dataset with the source and interpretation 

each. 

Table 3. Data preprocessing procedure 

 Data set Source Interpretation 

Data set RawDF Data set Initial data set composition 

y value yDF RawDF Definition of target value y 

Statistics StatDF RawDF Current statistics analysis 

Difference 

(preprocessing) 

DiffDF RawDF Time series data set in RNN form 

Time shift ShiftDF diffDF+yDF Time series data set in RNN form 

Date data dateDF - - 

X data shiftXDF - - 

Y data shiftYDF - - 

train point trainDF shiftDF Creation of training data 

trainYDF trainDF 

trainXDF trainDF 

min,max minTrainXSR trainXDF Preliminary work prior to normalization 

maxTrainXSR trainXDF 

Normalization normXDF shiftXDF, 

maxminTrainXSR  

Normalization 
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Normalization x RAW normXrawYDF normXDF, 

shiftYDF 

- 

LSTM input value xNP normXrawYDF Form conversion suitable for LSTM input 

yNP normXrawYDF 

subDateDF normXrawYDF 

LSTM Train train XNP xNP For training 

train YNP yNP 

LSTM valid valid XNP xNP For validation 

valid YNP yNP 

LSTM test test XNP xNP For test 

test YNP yNP 

 

In order to adequately apply Raw DF, which was ultimately extracted through the aforementioned data set 

composition scenario, complete data preprocessing procedure for operating LSTM after data conversion work 

and training/validation/test data classification.  

 

 

Figure 5. RNN, LSTM modeling 

Prior to defining respective input values in the LSTM in the final stage, organize appropriate data through 

respective data’s normalization work and scaling data into scale and size fit for the LSTM model. 

The preprocessing procedure is complete once the ultimately normalized DF are defined as input value, 

output value, and shift value and classified into for training, for validation, and for test.  

 

5. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

The LSTM implementation process for predicting real estate prices was conducted as the following: 29 

months of training (April 2015 to August 2017), 13 months of validation (September 2017 to September 2018), 

and 13 months of test period (December 2018 to December 2019) (refer to <Figure 6>).  

 

 

Figure 6. Period setting 
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Period was divided to conduct time series training and test, a total of 69 validations – 40 trainings, 15 

validations, and 15 data – were conducted. 

The LSTM model was learned with the training data for real estate price prediction and when it came to the 

parameter needed for the LSTM model regarding the LSTM learning process, optimized parameter with the 

lowest error in result value after undergoing trials and errors was applied. <Figure 7> is the details of data 

parameter.  
 

 

Figure 7. Details of data parameter 

The LSTM model is comprised of one input layer, two hidden layers, and the final output layer and the 

model was comprised as in <Figure 8> based on optimized values with the lowest error result value.  
 

 

Figure 8. Comparison validation of LSTM model 

 

Figure 9. ‘Average transaction price’ training comparison                                                    

(yellow is prediction value and white is actual price) 
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Real estate price ‘epoch’ refers to number of repetitions in learning. As the repetition number increases, loss 

error rate decreases. This can be interpreted as error rate decreasing owing to variable property when model 

repeatedly learns several training pairs and validation pairs. Error rate decrease, expressing variable property 

as a certain ordinary property, can be said to create universal results such as ‘A is B’. 

Visualization of training model was conducted through training data. The comparison was made by 

predicting y value (transaction price) after entering training data x value (demographic information), marked 

as ‘yellow’ line, and marking actual training data y value (transaction price) in ‘white’ line. As a result of the 

comparison, excluding certain overfitting, they coincided. Based on previously conducted test model, the 

following results have been derived. 

 

 

Figure 10. Average price validation 

Similar to the aforementioned test, prediction value was compared by marking y value (transaction price) 

prediction as ‘yellow’ line and data’s y value (transaction price) as ‘white’ line. As a result of the comparison. 

<Figure 10> is price index prediction and as a result of predicting transaction prices, it somewhat coincided 

with past 3 years of progress. As a result of the experiment, there was slight difference between transaction 

price coincidence and rate of return but index coincided. 

 

 

Figure 11. Correlation analysis results 
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<Figure 11> is correlation analysis results. As a result of the analysis, -0.206 index emerged and a slight 

reverse correlation between this model’s y value (transaction price, rate_pred) and original transaction price 

(rate_real) was found. There was approximately 76 percent of accuracy between the final model’s transaction 

price (after 3 months) data and original transaction price (y).  

 

6. CONCLUSION AND LIMITATION 

We tried to design a prediction model of real estate transaction price with the LSTM Model based on AI and 

Bigdata. As a result of this study designed for predicting real estate prices, the following results have been 

identified. First, there was approximately 76 percent of prediction similarity rate. The final prediction model 

was created by collecting time series data and it has been found that 76 percent model can be made. This 

implies that predicting rate of return through the LSTM method can be somewhat reliable. This study identified 

diverse modeling techniques necessary for acquiring setting input data and obtaining results through the LSTM 

time series model. In particular, it is significant that such a possibility has been identified through real estate 

time series data. This study validated diverse application ability of LSTM by succeeding in expanding the 

technique, which had been applied in the stock market, to the real estate market. 

However, for more accurate real estate price prediction, there were some limitations and some aspects which 

follow-up studies should supplement. It has been found that more data need to be secured to increase rate of 

return prediction ability to higher than 76 percent. In the future, it is necessary to conduct AI learning after 

securing more data. Particularly, in the case of data related to real estate, amount of data for analysis was 

scarce. In that sense, it is necessary to secure enough data through public Bigdata [9, 10] and Mydata in the 

future and create prediction models inherent for real estate. In addition, there was limitation in deriving 

appropriate parameter. Even though there may be some trials and errors in follow-up studies, extracting 

parameters which have higher reliability is needed through diverse simulations. 
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